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The CoolPack collection is an eclectic mix of practical, colorful graphics and interface
elements, ranging from buttons and bars to logos, buttons, vine and more. A collection of
36 GIF files are provided in the archive, organized in folders based on type. There is a zip
file included as well, which gives the following description: coolpack.zip - The CoolPack
zip file, which contains 36 color-themed GIF files for buttons, bars and tiles, organized in
folders based on type. CoolPack is a royalty-free collection of icons, buttons and tiles that
you can use for your websites, multimedia applications and programming projects. This is
a large archive of over 450 graphic files with different sizes and resolutions (256x256,
512x512, 1024x1024, 1680x1050, 1680x1050 and more). All of them have the PNG
extension, and you have to take a look at the file extension of each file, as it doesn't have
the same size. The icons have diverse shapes, from square to rounded, and have various
colors (256 different ones for each graphic file). There are dozens of buttons available in
the collection, like Add to cart, Add to Wishlist, Sign Up, Sign In and Upsell. Similarly,
you can find large tiles, which can be used to create interesting background wallpapers,
patterned backgrounds and textures for interfaces. The collection doesn't have a lot of
organization, so you should check out each file to find out what it is. There are 125 font
files, 44 web buttons, 20 buttons, 6 borders, 23 web link buttons, 33 buttons, 2 social
media buttons, 9 countdown clocks, 4 stylized characters, 37 icons, 15 social media icons,
10 social media characters, 19 patterns, 6 web buttons, 5 status icons, 4 frames, 5 menu
buttons, 4 text backgrounds, 3 background icons, 12 social media icons, 20 social media
patterns, 6 social media characters, 6 clocks, 2 circle buttons, 2 home button, 3 calendars, 2
home web buttons, 3 menu buttons, 6 menu dividers, 6 messages, 1 email button, 3 status
icons, 8 chat windows, 7 checkboxes, 3 radio buttons, 6 social media patterns, 1 welcome
screen and many more. You can save the files to your hard disk or pen drive and simply
copy them to another machine. Also, you can copy them to a memory card, external hard
disk, or other removable storage unit, to carry with you at
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13 of the best CoolPack represents a royalty-free collection of bars, buttons and tiles that
you can use for your websites, multimedia applications and programming projects. Before
proceeding any further, you should know that the collection hasn't been updated for a very
long time, and the graphics files have low quality. Color-themed GIF bars, buttons and tiles
with various sizes The theme of the collection is based on various colors, such as aqua,
dark blue, light blue, gray, green, orange, gold, purple, yellow, gold, red, and black. There
are 118 graphic files in total with different sizes, and all of them have the GIF extension.
Except for 15 animated GIFs for email, welcome and "under construction" LED signs, the
files have still GIFs format. For each color there are six or seven bars available, along with
two buttons. Apart from the aforementioned colors, there are two vine, three multicolor
and one checker bars. The collection is not organized well, so you have to check out each
file to find out its size. It ranges from 15x15 px (for buttons) to 125x35, 230x40, 500x25,
600x10, 600x10 and 600x15 px (for bars). There are 24 tiles in total to choose from, each
having a 128x128 resolution. These have different colors and patterns, and they can be use
to create tiled backgrounds, such as wallpapers or textures. Simply download and extract
Installation is not necessary, so you can save the downloaded archive in a custom location
the hard disk and simply extract the files to use. Another option is to save the files to a pen
drive, external hard disk, memory card, or other removable storage unit, in order to carry it
with you at all times and copy the images on any machine. What do you think about this
Bundle? Tell us what you think about this Bundle in the comments below. : ) 2 thoughts on
“CoolPack – Flash Bars, Buttons & Tiles – 100% Free” Followers Affiliates
DISCLAIMER: This site is a search engine of ebooks on the Internet and does not store
any files on its server. Please contact the content providers to delete copyright contents if
any and email us to remove relevant links or contents.1. Field of the Invention

What's New in the?

Add cartoon-style background images to your websites or application Includes 40+ PNG,
JPEG, GIF and PNG file images in various formats Theme is based on color scheme with
high-quality graphics A pack of horizontal and vertical bars, buttons, and other tiles
Download CoolPack Thanks for reading and hope you find it useful. Licence: Shareware
Price: $49.95 File size: 558.7 KB Date added: 28 September 2008 Version: 1.0.8.0
Operating system: Windows XP, Vista, 7, 8, 10 Publisher: Eisenberg Skynet Publisher's
description: CoolPack represents a royalty-free collection of bars, buttons and tiles that you
can use for your websites, multimedia applications and programming projects. Before
proceeding any further, you should know that the collection hasn't been updated for a very
long time, and the graphics files have low quality. Color-themed GIF bars, buttons and tiles
with various sizes The theme of the collection is based on various colors, such as aqua,
dark blue, light blue, gray, green, orange, gold, purple, yellow, gold, red, and black. There
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are 118 graphic files in total with different sizes, and all of them have the GIF extension.
Except for 15 animated GIFs for email, welcome and "under construction" LED signs, the
files have still GIFs format. For each color there are six or seven bars available, along with
two buttons. Apart from the aforementioned colors, there are two vine, three multicolor
and one checker bars. The collection is not organized well, so you have to check out each
file to find out its size. It ranges from 15x15 px (for buttons) to 125x35, 230x40, 500x25,
600x10, 600x10 and 600x15 px (for bars). There are 24 tiles in total to choose from, each
having a 128x128 resolution. These have different colors and patterns, and they can be use
to create tiled backgrounds, such as wallpapers or textures. Simply download and extract
Installation is not necessary, so you can save the downloaded archive in a custom location
the hard disk and simply extract the files to use. Another option is to save the files to a pen
drive, external hard disk, memory card, or other removable storage unit, in order to carry it
with you at all times and copy the images on any machine. Download Statistics: Paid
download: CoolPack Plus CoolPack Plus is a combo pack of CoolPack and CoolPackPro.
With the latter software, you can create cool animation, HTML5 and flash games, apps,
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows XP SP3, Vista SP2 or Windows 7 SP1 CPU: Intel Pentium 1.6
GHz or AMD Athlon 64 3000+ RAM: 1 GB Hard Drive: 12 GB free space Graphics: 256
MB VRAM DirectX: 9.0 OpenGL: 2.0 compatible graphics card DirectSound: V, 3.0
compatible sound card Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card Additional Notes:
Minimum:OS: Windows XP SP3
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